FloGard Plus Replacement and Repair

Parts of the FloGard Plus Inlet Filter:

1. FloGard Stainless Steel Support Frame
2. Fossil Rock Absorbent Pouches
3. Liner
4. GeoGrid Support Basket & Cable
   * Grate and Basin NOT INCLUDED

Disassembly:

1. Clear FloGard of any existing debris by hand or vacuum.
2. Unclip and remove the Fossil Rock pouches from the inside Liner.
3. Lift the FloGard from the catch basin.
4. Using a slotted screw driver, carefully pry open the metal tabs holding the GeoGrid and Cable in place. Separate the GeoGrid and Liner from the FloGard frame.
5. Unclip the Liner from the inside of the GeoGrid. If you are reusing the Liner, rinse thoroughly with water and inspect for tears. (If torn, mend with stainless steel wire or replace the Liner).
6. Rinse and inspect the GeoGrid Basket and the reinforcing cable. (If torn, mend with stainless steel wire or replace the GeoGrid).
7. Rinse and inspect the Stainless Steel FloGard frame.

Reassembly:

1. Fully expand the GeoGrid Basket and orient to the FloGard frame. Hook cable and GeoGrid to the FloGard frame metal tabs and close the tabs using slotted screwdriver. Move around the FloGard until all tabs are closed and GeoGrid is secured to the Frame.
2. Expand and orient the Liner, locating the clips at each corner and side. Push the Liner through the center of the FloGard frame and secure the clips to the GeoGrid Basket close to the top support cable. Push the Liner to expand inside of the basket.
3. Clip new Fossil Rock Rubberizer pouches to the inside of the Liner.
4. Lower FloGard back into the basin, replace grate.